In this papel; we describe an active networks framework for dynamically constructing clusters in response to user requests for computational service. Active network nodes match requests for computational service to appropriate offers of such service using recent access and predicted usage pattern information to construct clusters on-demand. The active networks approach exploits the fact that network devices are in an ideal position to decide which resources should be combined to build clusters in response to particular requests. This approach offers advantages in terms of anonymity of service (systems are unaware of one anothers ' existence), scalability (scheduling is distributed across many network processors), fault tolerance (service is distributed so failures are recoverable and/or localized) and automatic localization (clusters are created as close to the requestor as possible).
Introduction
The use of clusters to solve computationally challenging problems has increased rapidly with the deployment of high speed, switched networks. With the growing availability of gigabit wide-area networks and the increasing deployment of fibre in metropolitan areas, it is now possible to consider the construction of large-scale, wide area clusters.
The construction of large-scale clusters from existing computing resources is an extremely cost-effective way to acquire additional compute power. Building large-scale cluster systems using existing technology is, however, challenging. Our research seeks to address this problem by more tightly integrating computation and communication ' This research was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada under Grant OGP-0194227.
1530-2016/01$10.00 0 2001 IEEE through the use of "Active Networks" [8] .
Active networks allow computation to be performed in the network itself and this offers many potential benefits. Active networks advocates argue that certain computations are more naturally performed in the network where they can exploit their location and/or information about network load to optimize their processing. We believe that this argument also holds when considering the problem of scheduling work onto wide-area clusters.
A common problem in distributed algorithms is the need to know the identities of other machines with whom you must communicate. This leads to the need for centralized location services (e.g. name lookup) at "well-known addresses". Any such service represents a possible point of failure and, further, the use of such services introduces additional overhead. Centralized services also tend to lead to bottlenecks especially as the size of a system increases. Not only can the processor providing the service become overloaded, but so too can the network around it.
The active networks based approach described in this paper addresses these problems. It exploits the fact that its code runs "in-network" to eliminate the need for processes to know service addresses and to provide better fault tolerance and more efficient processor selection.
Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 background material and work related to this paper is reviewed. Section 3 discusses the problem and our assumed environment. Our proposed solution is presented in Section 4 and we discuss the status of our prototype implementation in Section 5. We present our conclusions and discuss areas for future research in Section 6.
Related Work

Cluster Computing
With the development of low-cost, high performance LANs, doing parallel computing with collections of workstations has become practical for many computational problems. While still lagging behind more tightly coupled parallel machines in terms of raw performance, clusters [6, 71 offer surprisingly good performance at very low cost. A number of different sorts of cluster architectures have been proposed ranging from shared networks of workstations (e.g. NOW [2] ).to dedicated cluster machines as in the Beowulf [5] approach.
Generally, cluster programming is done using message passing systems such as PVM [13] and MPI [16] although software-based Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems (e.g. [23, 19, 181) have also been developed in an effort to simplify programming. At the implementation level, however, all systems depend on a-priori knowledge of the identities of the machines in a cluster.' The system presented in this paper dynamically selects the nodes that will form a cluster and it could be easily integrated with MPI, etc.
In wide-area clusters, there may be significant disparity in network speed between specific cluster nodes. Currently the management of the resulting non-uniform messaging times is the responsibility of the programmer. In future cluster programming systems the management of non-uniform messaging will be at least partially automated. Our technique is also capable of providing the information that will be needed to support this functionality.
Computational Grids
Much interest has been generated recently in constructing national-scale computing infrastructure by linking machines at many locations to form very large-scale distributed computing systems. By analogy with the power grid, such systems have come to be known as "computational grids" [12] . Grids offer the potential for access to massive computational capacity that will allow researchers to solve the most challenging computational problems. Wide area clusters are one possible form of grid architecture.
Examples of systems used to support grid construction include Legion [15] and Globus [ll] . Legion provides an object-based grid software development environment. By exploiting objects, Legion achieves benefits including self-management (via a meta-class mechanism), uniformity across heterogenous platforms, and a good deal of transparency. This is achieved, however, at the price of forcing 'While MPI programs are independent of the machines they run on, the MPI runtime must know machine names. application developers to learn and use a new system. Unlike Legion, Globus adopts a tool-kit approach providing what is referred to as a "bag of services" that developers may pick and choose from to best meet individual application needs. The Globus approach offers faster development of applications from existing code and is very flexible.
Unlike both Legion and Globus, the Condor system [20] specializes in using collections of idle workstations to provide high-throughput computing (i.e. efficient execution of large collections of independent tasks). Our research exploits ideas from Condor to define a grid consisting of dynamically created, multi-level clusters built, initially, from desktop machines and departmental servers. Unlike Condor, our work is not limited to high-throughput computing.
Active Networks
Active networks [8, 24, 25 , 171 permit customized (possibly application specific) programs to be executed in the network. Active network packets can be encapsulated within an IP packet using the Active Network Encapsulation Protocol (ANEP) [ 11 thereby making them transparent to network nodes that do not support them. This will allow the gradual deployment of active routing elements into the Internet while maintaining compatibility with non-active elements. Non-active network nodes will simply ignore the active fields because they are invisible to them.
The Option Type field in an ANEP header (see Figure 1 ) determines how active nodes should handle a given active packet type. If a service corresponding to the specified type does not exist at an active node code distribution techniques are used to automatically load it. With a code distribution mechanism, it is unnecessary deploy all (or any) services to network nodes in advance so nodes not needing services do not incur the overhead of storing them. Dynamic code distribution makes it is easy to apply application-oriented processing throughout an entire network. 
The Problem and Environment
Many researchers would benefit from computational resources greater than they have at their disposal but highperformance computing facilities are often cost prohibitive. To address this problem, researchers are exploring the use of collections of networked machines. In most organizations there is a wealth of unused compute cycles available and using them is very cost-effective. This idea can also be expanded to larger scales. Unfortunately, the implementation of wide-area cluster systems introduces new problems that must be solved. This paper addresses the problem of locating suitable machines to run work on by matching offers of compute service to compute requirements in-network using active networks. While the framework we have designed is tailored to a hierarchical network environment it is more generally applicable and could be. easily applied in less structured network environments.
The Computing/Network Environment
Our prototype framework was designed to run in a test environment that will consist of machines in labs in several Canadian universities. All potential cluster nodes are x86-based Linux machines2 that are connected together and to other labs in each University using switched fast Ethernet (or better). The Universities are connected by CA*Net3, an optical Dense Wave Division Multiplexed network capable of sustaining up to 40 Gbps of traffic.
Our initial, assumed network topology is a shallow tree (see Figure 2) . We further assume that network nodes are, in some sense, aware of their "position" in the tree structure. That is, they know which other nodes are beneathlabove them in the tree. This assumption makes the discussion of our algorithms simpler but is not a requirement -if network position information is unavailable, our algorithms can still be used with a form of restricted flooding.
The computing environment we assume for our proto-405 *While we assume homogenous processors at this early stage of the research, there is nothing intrinsic to the work presented that precludes the construction of clusters consisting of heterogenous machines.
type simplifies the problem of dynamically creating clusters in at least two ways. First, since our prototype environment assumes a single compute platform, we do not have to address heterogeneity issues. Second, thanks to the cooperation of the university labs involved, security and autonomy concerns are not an issue. In a real-world grid environment, we will construct a virtual private network (VPN) between the selected cluster nodes to address these issues.
Finally, we also assume that the active "engine" in each active router is separate from the normal packet routing engine so that traditional routing is not affected by active engine failures. This will also allow for more aggressive innetwork computation [ 141 since significant computing resources can then be added to existing routers. This will enable the use of more complex cluster allocation algorithms than the one discussed in this paper.
Assumed Job Characteristics
Another factor affecting the work presented here is our assumptions about the computations that will be done using our proposed system. Our current focus is on long running, batch type jobs. Further, we do not consider the issue of checkpoint and restart. While this is an important component in a reliable computing environment for long-running computations it is beyond the scope of this paper.
The importance of assuming long running jobs is twofold for our research. First, it allows us to tolerate a certain amount of overhead in our resource allocation algorithm. This is important since selecting a good cluster may require some effort. Further, in an environment where there may be competing cluster ,requests, it may not be possible to successfully allocate the resources in the first candidate cluster. In this case the selection process may have to be repeated. The second reason long-running jobs are important is that it allows us to consider scheduling at fairly coarse-grained intervals. This decreases the problem size and, thus, the in-network computation overhead.
Motivation for Dynamic Clusters
Currently, most cluster use is limited to statically configured, LAN-based systems and users are restricted to running only on machines designated for cluster use. There are often many other compute cycles available on machines that are "near enough" to be useful but which may not be a part of the user's statically-defined cluster. Further, with recent improvements in installed network infrastructure, it is now possible to build clusters beyond the boundaries of a single LAN (e.g. a "flock of Condors" [lo]).
Being constrained to static cluster construction limits users' access to compute capacity. A system that dynamically constructs clusters from arbitrary, underutilized machines could exploit alternate facilities to construct a larger and/or more effective cluster. An additional benefit of this approach is improved overall resource utilization. Computational load may be balanced across all available machines since lightly loaded machines can be selected for cluster construction before those that are more heavily loaded.
Creating Dynamic Clusters
Dynamically constructing a cluster, first involves locating candidate machines and determining their characteristics and the characteristics of the network(s) connecting them. A system such as the Network Weather Service ( N W S ) E271 can be used to perform resource discovery. The N W S collects information from resource monitors that have been placed on potential resources and then provides this information to any scheduler interested in using it.
Once computational resources are known, the needs of computational requests must be matched with the capabilities of potential cluster nodes to select an appropriate dynamic cluster. Since the capabilities of each potential cluster will vary with time this matching process must be, at least partially, predictive. Using past usage patterns for this purpose allows prediction of future usage and is also cheaper and often more accurate than on-going monitoring.
A straightforward, host-based solution to matching service offers to requests would centralize the decision making process at one site. The selected site then becomes a single point of failure and both the site and surrounding network are prone to overloading as the size of the system scales. Such a system is also prone to catastrophic failure which is unacceptable. Alternatively, the decision making process could be distributed over several host nodes thereby improving fault tolerance and scalability. Such an implementation, however, is complicated by the need for each potential cluster node to have knowledge of the locations of the scheduling hosts and recovering from the failure of a scheduling host is complex and costly.
Using active networks to dynamically construct clusters solves these problems. All messages related to cluster construction are "blind' (i.e. sent into the network without a destination address) so there is no need for machines to know the locations of any system components. Also, the failure of any scheduling components is transparent.
An Active Networks Framework
We use active networks in two ways: to gather information for the cluster construction process and to implement the dynamic construction of clusters by matching service requests to (possibly combined) offers of service that (collectively) meet service needs. The active protocols that perform these functions obtain their information from code that is dynamically deployed on both host machines and network routers. In what follows, we present the simple scheme for describing machine capabilities and job requirements that is used in our prototype. The exact information exchanged and algorithms used for resource allocation are not important to the framework proposed in this paper so no attempt is made to provide details on how information used in the allocation process is derived or how it is applied to make allocation decisions.
Monitoring Network Use
To construct an efficient cluster, the capacity of both the consitutent machines and the network interconnecting them must be considered. We propose using active networks to monitor and record information about network use over time. The goal of our active monitoring protocol will be to extract information about network capacities and usage patterns to allow prediction of expected future network use.
Any protocol for network monitoring must be nonintrusive, have low-overhead, and be as accurate as possible. Further, since the information that will be needed to support effective cluster construction is still largely an open research question, the protocol should also be flexible. The use of active networks helps to satisfy all these requirements.
Each active node in the network will run monitoring code to gather the needed data. Devices at the network edges (which connect to host machines) can derive their information through periodic "ping" and "echo" type messages to assess the latency and bandwidth to/from host machines. Edge network nodes will then provide summary information 'to their parent nodes. Those parent nodes will combine that information with data about the network link to the node supplyingihe information. This process can be repeated to disseminate information throughout the network.
Each active node in the network will also extract routing information (e.g. number, size and type of packets passing through it) to build temporal, summary usage information. This information can be used to determine usage patterns that can then be applied to predict future use which will ultimately be used to help decide if a potential cluster will meet the communication needs of a particular application.
The extracted information must be stored compactly since there is, typically, limited space available in each router's "soft store" (temporary, local memory). Leaving usage information in the soft store has the benefit that the active cluster construction code need not re-load it from a host system nor does it need to know the address of such a host. The tradeoff between the accuracy of stored information (i.e. its size) and the cost of loading larger, more accurate information will, we believe, be an interesting area of future research. 
Offers of Computational Service
In addition to network usage information, there are two other inputs to the cluster construction process: offers of, and requests for, computational service. Machines must announce their willingness to provide service and users must make requests based on the requirements of their jobs.
Individual machines provide offers of service based on their current and/or predicted load which they inject blindly into the network. Active network code will ultimately combine such offers of service with information from the previously described active monitoring protocol to construct appropriate clusters to satisfy application needs.
Offers of computational service must provide information about the machines themselves as well as information about when such offers of service hold. In our prototype implementation, information about an individual machine at an instant in time is captured using a triple < C, M , D > (representing normalized estimates of Compute, Memory and available Disk capacity - Figure 3) . Since there are often regular usage patterns for individual machines we extend this information to predict resource availability over a time period during which the usage patterns are likely to hold (in the prototype, 1 week). An offer of service is thus represented by a time-varying vector of triples < C, M , D >* which is arranged so the first entry corresponds to the first scheduling interval in a week (e.g. beginning midnight, Monday morning). Dividing a week into scheduling intervals of 15 minutes results in a sequence of 672 < C, M , D > triples. Each value in a triple is represented by a 16 bit unsigned integer so a week of predicted availability information for one machine is under 4K in size.
Machine usage information is derived by daemon processes downloaded to, and run on, the host machines. These daemons periodically inject their information blindly into the network. Daemons compare previous usage patterns to new ones and only announce noticeable changes as they are detected. For stable machines, this keeps the frequency of injection low and the overhead on the active nodes small. As machines are used to form clusters, new (regular) usage patterns should emerge. These patterns will be automatically disseminated into the network and the cluster construction process can adapt accordingly.
Ultimately, the usage information made available is only predictive and may not reflect the actual state of a machine at some time. To help minimize the potential for unexpected variance between the predicted load and the actual load, our system propogates resource allocation information up and down the network hieararchy so other active nodes are aware of resource commitments that have been made.
If, at any time, a candidate cluster is selected that offers just enough capacity for a given job and there is unexpected load on some of the machines in the cluster then performance will suffer. We view this as an acceptable (and arguably unavoidable) situation. If the machines available to construct clusters are being heavily used, jobs will have to share resources and completion times will increase. This is no different from overloading a single machine and simply indicates the need to increase available resources. When the use of the machines is lower there will normally be several candidate clusters to choose from and one will be selected that is most likely to ensure good performance.
Requests for Computational Service
A user requests service by constructing and injecting a computational schema into the network. A schema describes the characteristics of the computation so the active cluster construction algorithm can map available resources to the computation and construct a cluster for it. Generally, a schema must describe the key aspects of the computation including such things as the number and capabilities of the machines needed, the expected running time of the job on each machine, as well as information about the communications expected between the machines (volume and frequency of communication, latency sensitivity, etc.).
Such a schema can be represented using a graph structure with nodes for processes and edges between nodes for communicating processes. Nodes can be attributed with the minimum required characteristics of the machines that will run the corresponding processes (in the form of "desired" < C, M , D > information) and the edges with estimates of the frequency and volume of communication, etc. that will take place. Further, arbitrarily complex sub-graphs can be created to represent program components with specific computation and communication needs and then embedded as nodes in other graphs. This mechanism provides the ability to describe programs that will run best on systems composed of multiple parallel machines.
Such a general schema structure leads to complex resource allocation. This complexity must be minimized for any in-network solution that uses existing active network architectures. In our target environment, it is possible to reduce scheduling complexity in two ways by exploiting the assumed hierarchical environment. First, the graph can be c8,7,9> c14,13,5> -0 .
... restricted to being tree structured. Second, we can allow a schema to include compound nodes that represent groups of tightly-coupled processes that are to be scheduled together as a unit (e.g. onto machines connected by a switch). The cluster construction algorithm can then ignore the details of communications between machines in the compound node. As active nodes become available that support more aggressive computation, such constraints on the resource allocation algorithms may be relaxed.
Active Cluster-Construction
Cluster construction must match requirements in a computational schema to available resources for the expected duration of the computation. Information about individual process requirements can be matched directly against the capabilities of machines using < C, M, D >* vectors. Information about the expected communication between machines can also be matched against the collected network capacity and usage information to select machines that will minimize communication delays.
When new < C, M, D > values are injected into the network by daemons running on specific machines, the active routers (A.R.s) that receive them store each packet's information in their soft stores (as a part of that machine's < C, M, D >* vector) and pass the information up to any A.R.s above them. In this way, the available computational capacity offered by a machine is disseminated throughout the network and becomes available for use in cluster formation anywhere in the network. Higher level A.R.s always receive the < C, M, D > information of all machines beneath them even if there are one or more intervening levels of routers. Also, the failure of resource allocation at one A.R. does not prevent cluster construction. It simply forces it to occur at a higher level A.R.. Figure 4) . The first element of each such vector reflects the expected capacity at the corresponding machine in the first timekheduling interval. When processing past the end of a circular queue, the allocation algorithm simply wraps around to the beginning of the queue. This reflects a computation that spans, in the prototype, two weeks.
To save overhead during allocation, each A.R. periodically constructs a set of Resource Availability lists (RALists) from the < C, M, D >* queues. RALists describe candidate clusters that are, or will be, available for use and are built for likely cluster sizes, compute durations, and start times. In our prototype, candidate clusters are restricted to being of sizes that are powers of two (up to the number of processors available beneath the router constructing the lists) and durations are restricted to being powers of two (up to the number of scheduling intervals in a week).
After some startup time, a set of reasonable RALists will exist and these only have to be updated (using information derived from new < C, M, D >* vectors) when a request arrives for a cluster that will exist long enough to "bump into" stale RAList information. This means that RAList updates can be done either on-demand or in another lazy fashion in order to minimize A.R. overhead. This also means that A.R.s can discard parts of RALis t s to save space if necessary and re-generate them from the more compact < C, M, D >* information as needed.
The construction of a simple RAList is illustrated in Figure 5 . In this example, there are two'machines PI and Pz and the algorithm is forming an RAList for a cluster formed from the two machines, P1-2 that is available from the current time, t, for two scheduling intervals. The conservative RAList values are simply the minimums of the
The amount of information stored by an A.R. is a function of the number of machines it can schedule on and the number of scheduling intervals. As a result, A.R.s near the leaves of the network hierarchy store much less information than A.R.s near the top. The limited storage capacity of high level A.R.s could limit scalability but this can be addressed by passing summary RALists up to higher level routers instead of forwarding all < C, M , D > messages.
In the prototype, -L i s t s are sorted in each A.R. by starting time interval, then duration, then number of processors, then memory capacity, and finally by disk capacity. Re-computing and sorting the lists minimizes search time when requests for service are made.
When computational schemas are injected into the network the receiving A.R. attempts to provide service. If it has insufficient available resources (i.e. no suitable M Li s t) it forwards the schema up to a higher-level A.R. which will have knowledge of, and access to, additional machines. Using this approach requests for service are always satisfied as close as possible to the machine that injected the request. This provides a form of "allocation fairness". Only when local resources are unavailable or the schema describes an exceptionally large computation are distant compute resources enlisted to solve the problem. This will also be beneficial when running jobs that produce results that must be delivered to the machine that created the job since network transmission distance will be minimized.
In our prototype, information on network capacity and usage is collected but is currently not used. Correspondingly, computational schemas are assumed to be flat. This simplified the prototype implementation and reflects the high-performance connections available and coarse granularity code we are now experimenting with.
At any given point in time an A.R. in the prototype has, in its soft store, the sorted RALis t s . A flat schema requesting a cluster consists of some N < C', M', D' > triples and a time duration t expressed as a number of scheduling intervals over which the cluster is needed. The A.R. attempts to find N machines with < C, M , D > values that can provide the needed capacities (< C', M', D' >). This is done by constructing a conservative estimate of resource requirements for the duration of the computation in a fashion similar to how the -L i s t s are created (except maximumum requirements are selected instead of minimums). The RALi s t s are then searched to locate all candidate clusters that could satisfy the request's requirements. One of these is selected at random. This helps to ensure reasonable load distribution over candidate clusters without the need to maintain additional state in the A.R.s.
Once a cluster has been chosen, the set of selected machines is returned to the requestor. This information can then be used by the requestor to distribute the needed code and data to the various machines and to initiate processing. The actual execution of user jobs is not a part of this research. Thus, issues such as process distribution mechanisms and the [CO-]scheduling (e. g. [21,3,22] ) of processes across cluster nodes are not discussed.
An allocation of a set of machines to create a cluster that will execute a job in the future is a resource commitment. It is important to distribute such commitments to all A.R.s that could schedule work onto any selected processor. If this is not done, other A.R.s will make allocation decisions based solely on past usage information and not consider commitments that have been made. The result is potential overcommitment of resources and poor performance.
When the description of a selected cluster is sent to the requesting processor, it must pass through any A.R.s which sit between the allocating A.R. and the requesting machine. Such routers could not service the request (due to inadequate resource availability at "their level") but might schedule other work onto some of the processors allocated by the higher level A.R.. These lower-level A.R.s can easily "snoop" on allocation result messages to learn of resource commitments. Such commitments can then be reflected in each A.R.'s queue of < C, M , D >* vectors by simply subtracting the committed resources from those recorded as being available in the vectors.
This process ensures that lower-level A.R.s receive resource commitment information. It is also necessary for higher-level routers to receive allocation information since they too may schedule work onto processors which have been allocated to other jobs. To address this problem, resource commitments can also be sent "up" the tree (as special resource-commitment messages). The higher level A.R.s can process such messages in the same way lowerlevel A.R.s process allocation result messages.
Implementation Status
We are now extending our "proof of concept" implementation which is based on the ANTS toolkit [26] and ANETD E91 using Linux systems as both the hosts and the routers. At this stage, system components are being tested individually. Many system components are finished or nearing completion (including the host daemon and the active network monitoring code). Other parts are still being developed and evaluated (e.g. the cluster selection code).
Following the successful integration and testing of the components we plan to exercise the system locally to assess the limitations of the ANTS implementation and then re-implement for improved efficiency if necessary. Before actually deploying the system in a live wide area network, we will run it in a testbed environment where we can use software to introduce delays that will simulate the variation in latencies experienced in wide area communications. Our final goal is to use and benchmark the system across multiple universities in Canada.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented an active networks framework for dynamically creating clusters to solve large scale computational problems. We argued that involving the network in the creation of such clusters provides benefits over other techniques including anonymity of the participants, better scalability and fault tolerance, simplified construction of clusters and localization of service. We also discussed techniques for using active networks to gather information about network activity and to dynamically match offers of computational service to requests for such service.
The research presented in this paper may be extended in many ways. T h e first extension we will pursue is having the cluster selection algorithm incorporate the existing information about communication requirements and network capacities. This will be necessary to allow the framework to scale to the national level. Other specific improvements to the cluster selection algorithm w e are exploring are the application of combinations of past usage patterns at different time scales, tracking the number of jobs submitted per machine to more economically recognize changes in user behaviour, and relaxing the constraint requiring "flat" schemas.
We are also in the process of developing a technique for -managing processes once they have been allocated to specific clusters. By extending resource containers [4] across multiple machines and adding support for co-scheduling and QoS parameters, we hope to create a flexible and powerful cluster resource management architecture that is compatible with the active networks-based resource discovery and allocation techniques described in this paper.
